To submit a paper for the next issue of EDB Eurasian Integration Yearbook, please send it to the Editor by e-mail at: editor@eabr.org

1. Author Guidelines Typescript Preparation

- The original typescript should be submitted electronically in A4 size format, with 1.5-spaced typing preferred and a wide margin on the right.

- The size of a paper is not limited, although we advise you to keep it within our standard size of 7000-10000 words).

- We accept papers in Russian or English, preferably English. Please use British English.

International context

- It should not be assumed that the reader is familiar with specific national institutions or corporations. Authors are encouraged to approach their chosen topic from an international perspective.

- Countries and groupings of countries should be referred to by their full title (for example, ‘China’, ‘Europe’ and ‘America’ are all somewhat ambiguous).

- Special attention should be paid to identifying units of currency.

- Acronyms should be given in full when first mentioned.

Supplementary information (abstract, addresses, biographical notes)

Please assist us by following these guidelines:

- Abstract: approximately 100 words, maximum 150

- Address: position, department, institution, full postal address

- Biographical notes: approximately 100 words per author, maximum 150.

References and notes

- EDB publications use the Harvard (name and date) short reference system for citations in the text with a detailed alphabetical list at the end of the paper. Citations are placed in the footnotes. For example: (Smith, 2002: 25); (Smith and Muller, 1999).
• Full reference should include all authors’ names and initials, date of publication, title of paper, title of publication (italics), volume and issue number (of a journal), publisher and form (books, conference proceedings), page numbers. Examples of references:


• Footnotes should be avoided, but any short, succinct notes making a specific point may be placed in numeric order following the alphabetical list of references.

• References should be made only to works that are published, accepted for publication (not merely ‘submitted’), or available through libraries or institutions. Any other source should be qualified by a note regarding availability.

Figures

• All illustrations, whether diagrams or photographs, are referred to as Figures. They should be black and white, and numbered sequentially. They can be placed directly in the text.

Units of measurement

• Please use the international system for units of measurement.

2. Author Entitlement and Copyright Notice.

The author is free to disseminate the paper. The authors retain the copyright on their paper’s content.